INSIDE LAB 1: Celestial Motions and the Celestial Sphere

OBJECT: To learn how to find objects in the sky and become familiar with some of the motions of the stars, Sun, Moon and planets as seen from the surface of the Earth.

EXERCISE 1: We will do these parts as a class

It is difficult to see the apparent motion of the stars while viewing them outside because of the rate of motion is so slow. We will do a simple exercise to help orient you with the apparent motion of the stars based on the rotation of the Earth, while it is orbiting the Sun. Your TA has placed a light which will serve as the Sun at the center of the room. You will be the Earth and there are stars placed throughout the room.

a.) As you turn around, what differentiates from day and night? (This should be simple and your answer short.)

b.) While standing in one spot, look towards the ‘Sun’ and slowly rotate to your left. What direction does the Sun appear to be moving in? We know the Sun rises in the east and sets in the west, what does this tell you about the real direction of the rotation of the Earth?

c.) Now, face away from the Sun. Look directly forward and again rotate toward your left while watching the ‘stars’. What direction do the stars appear to move in compared to your rotation?
d.) Now, look directly up and slowly rotate again (it is best if you are directly under a ‘star’). Do all of the ‘stars’ in your field of view appear to move in the same way and at the same rate? Do all of them appear to move? Describe the apparent motion of the stars in this case.

e.) For this portion of the exercise we have labeled the stars around the room in different groups for you to refer to (A, B, C, D, etc. or somewhere in between).

   i. What stars does the Sun line up with?

   ii. What stars do you see at night?

f.) Now ‘orbit’ 180° around the Sun, i.e., move to the opposite side of the sun.

   i. What stars does the Sun line up with in the new location?

   ii. What stars do you see at night in this new location?

g.) Based on your observations, if you were to see the constellation Gemini an hour after sunset in the western sky, would you expect to see it at the same time in the western sky six months later. Why or why not?
DISCUSSION:

From our point of view on the Earth, it appears as if all celestial objects are attached to a giant sphere, which we call the celestial sphere. This fictitious sphere appears to rotate around the Earth once every sidereal day. The Sun, Moon and planets appear to move with respect to the stars on the celestial sphere. Over a human lifetime, the stars (at least to the naked eye observer) appear to be fixed in place on the celestial sphere. However, over longer periods they move around, in part due to a phenomenon called precession.

A constellation is a region of the sky characterized by a recognized grouping of stars. Each region of the sky is blocked off in right-angled sections and is called by the name of the constellation which dominates the section. There are 88 constellations. Forty-eight were recognized by the ancient Greeks, and forty more were added after the southern skies were observed during the age of discovery by Western Europeans.

Bright stars carry two names, one given to them by the ancients and the other the modern designation, which is determined by their visual brightness and the constellation in which they are found. The ancient name is usually Arabic in origin. For example, in the constellation Orion, the two brightest stars are Betelgeuse and Rigel. The first derives from the Arabic through French and means "the armpit of the giant". The second means "foot."

The modern designation of stars labels the brightest stars in a given constellation with the letters of the Greek alphabet, α usually representing the brightest star, β the next brightest, and so on. (However, there are many instances in which this convention is not strictly followed.) The letter name is followed by the Latin genitive form of the name of the constellation. Thus, Betelgeuse is called α-Orionis (Alpha Orionis) and Rigel is called β-Orionis (Beta Orionis).

Unlike the stars, the Sun does not appear to be fixed on the celestial sphere. It appears to move generally eastward among the stars on a great circular path, called the ecliptic, making one revolution of the celestial sphere, from vernal equinox to vernal equinox, in one tropical year of 365.25 days. The ecliptic intersects the celestial equator at two points, called the vernal and autumnal equinoxes. (These names apply to points on the sphere as well as to times of the year.) The angle between the ecliptic and the equator, called the inclination of the ecliptic, is approximately 23.5°. Thus, half the ecliptic is to the north of the celestial equator, and half is to the south. The northernmost point of the ecliptic, called the summer solstice, is the position of the Sun on the first day of summer (in the northern hemisphere of the earth). The southernmost point, the winter solstice, is the position of the Sun on the first day of winter. The Sun arrives at the vernal equinox around March 22, the summer solstice around June 22, the autumnal equinox around September 22, and the winter solstice around December 22.

There are several coordinate systems in use in astronomy by which we locate the positions of heavenly bodies. The two most important ones for our purposes are the horizon system and the equatorial system. The horizon system, locates these bodies relative to the celestial horizon and the direction of north. The equatorial system, locates them relative to the celestial equator and the vernal equinox.
The horizon system measures the position a celestial object is at in the sky at a given time. This is done by using the coordinates altitude and azimuth. If an object is straight overhead its altitude is 90° and it is said to be at the zenith. Altitudes are measured by drawing a great circle (a circle centered at the center of the Earth) which intersects both the object and the zenith. The altitude is the angular distance along the circle from the horizon to the object. The azimuth is the angle measured along the horizon clockwise from due North to the point at which the great circle intersects the horizon. Thus, altitude goes from 0° on the horizon to 90° at the zenith while azimuth goes from 0° at North to 360° which is again North. The direction East is 90°, South is 180°, etc.

Because of the Earth's rotation, the position of celestial objects in the sky is constantly changing. Thus, it is useful to have a coordinate system which allows us to determine the location of the stars and planets with respect to each other. One very useful system is the equatorial system which is used by observatories around the world. It is based on a system identical to the latitude and longitude coordinate system that is used on the Earth. However, this system is used on the celestial sphere.

The system is as follows: Just as the earth is girded by an equator, so also do we define a celestial equator girding the celestial sphere. This great circle lies on the celestial sphere directly over the equator of the earth. There is a point on the celestial equator, called the vernal equinox, at which the Sun is found on the first day of spring. The vernal equinox is the origin of coordinates in the equatorial system. The celestial equator has poles, just as does the equator of the earth. The north celestial pole is the point on the sphere which lies directly over the north pole of the earth, and the south celestial pole is the point on the sphere which lies directly over the south pole of the earth.
To locate a point on the celestial sphere, we first imagine drawing a great circle from pole to pole through the point. Such a circle is called an **hour circle**. This hour circle intersects the celestial equator at a point called the **foot** of the hour circle. We measure the angular distance eastward from the vernal equinox along the celestial equator to the foot of the hour circle through the point. This eastward angular position is called the **right ascension** of the point. Next, we measure the angular separation of the point from the celestial equator along the hour circle through the point. This angle is called the **declination** of the point. It is the angular distance of the point north or south of the celestial equator.

Declination is measured in **degrees**, and is positive if the star is to the north of the celestial equator, and negative if to the south. Right ascension, however, is measured in **hours, minutes, and seconds**, where 24 hours is equivalent to $360^\circ$. That is, 1 hr equals $15^\circ$. For example, a star whose right ascension is 4 hr is at an angle of $60^\circ$ to the east of the vernal equinox.

**EXERCISE 2:**

A common misconception is that the extra warmth that one gets from sunlight in the summer is due to that part of the Earth being closer to the Sun than the part which is experiencing winter. This is not true because the relative difference in distance between each hemisphere and the Sun is negligible compared to the distance that each is away from the Sun. One reason that it is warmer in the summer is that the Sun is higher in the sky at noon and thus shines more directly upon the Earth’s surface than it does in the winter at noon when it is lower in the sky. A second reason is that the Sun is above the horizon longer in the summer than in the winter.

To demonstrate for yourself that direct light produces more heat than light that is more spread out go up to the lamp which in the front of the room. Your TA will show you how to hold your hand close to it in such a way that the light shines directly on the center of your hand. Then tilt your hand so the distance from its center to the light doesn’t change but so that the angle between the light rays is no longer perpendicular to your hand. Concentrate only on the center of your hand, not your fingers or the part near your wrist and see what happens to the temperature of the center as you tilt your hand.
a.) Briefly describe what you experienced in this simple experiment. How does it relate to the heating of the Earth during the summer and winter?

**EXERCISE 3:** Examine the celestial sphere which should be on your lab table. Find the north and south celestial poles and the celestial equator.

a.) How are these positions on the celestial sphere related to the Earth?

b.) From Winston-Salem can we see the stars near the south celestial pole? If so when can we see them? If not, why can’t we see them?

**EXERCISE 4:** Find the position of the Sun on the celestial sphere today.

a.) What constellation is it in? What is its approximate right ascension and declination?

b.) Name two constellations which you would be able to see outside tonight if it was clear.
**EXERCISE 5:** Find the position of the Sun on the celestial sphere during the vernal and autumnal equinoxes and the summer and winter solstices. In each case state where on Earth it is directly overhead, what constellations it is in, and what its right ascension and declination are. Also, what are two constellations that could be seen from Winston-Salem at night at each of those times?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>What is the Sun directly above on Earth?</th>
<th>What constellation is the Sun in?</th>
<th>What are the Sun’s right ascension and declination?</th>
<th>Two constellations you could see from Winston-Salem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vernal Equinox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumnal Equinox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Solstice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter Solstice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stellarium Exercises

First, your Lab TA will help you to load the software onto your computer if necessary.

You are now ready to use the computer program “Stellarium.” Notice the bar in the lower left the window. Starting from the left on the bar it displays your viewing location, the field of view (FOV), the current frame rate at which your computer is displaying (FPS) and the date and time. The field of view, or zoom, can be changed by scrolling with the mouse. You can click on any object in the sky. The information for the object you have selected will appear in the upper left corner of the screen. You can change the direction you are looking in either by using the arrow keys, by “grabbing” the sky and moving it with the mouse.

**EXERCISE 6:** Find the altitude and azimuth (Az/Alt) and the right ascension and declination (Ra/Dec (on date)) of each of the planets which is currently above the horizon. If you were to go outside right now, what direction (N, SE, etc.) would you have to look to see each planet? How high in the sky would it be (low, medium, etc.)? Determine which constellation each planet is in. [To find these objects more easily, type Ctrl-F, then press enter once you have typed in the name of the planet you wish to see. To see the full names of the constellations hover over the bar in the lower left and click on the 2nd image from the left (Alternatively you can press v).]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planet</th>
<th>Az/Alt</th>
<th>Ra/Dec (on date)</th>
<th>Constellation</th>
<th>Direction and height in the sky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**EXERCISE 7:** Sketch the pattern of stars for each of the following constellations: Ursa Minor, Ursa Major, Cygnus, Scorpius [To see the classic “stick figure” for each constellation, hover over the box in the lower left to see the additional options. Click on the first image on the left to display the ‘constellation lines’ or simply press ‘c’.]

In your sketches point out the following stars: Polaris, Deneb, Antares.